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Fast protein folding is governed by memory-dependent friction

Benjamin A. Dalton, Cihan Ayaz, Lucas Tepper, and Roland R. Netz
Freie Universität Berlin, Fachbereich Physik, 14195 Berlin, Germany

When described by a low-dimensional reaction coordinate, the rates of protein folding are deter-
mined by a subtle interplay between free-energy barriers and friction. While it is commonplace to
extract free-energy profiles from molecular trajectories, a direct evaluation of friction is far more
elusive, and one typically evaluates it indirectly via memoryless reaction rate theories. Here, using
memory-kernel extraction methods founded on a generalised Langevin equation (GLE) formalism,
we directly calculate the memory-dependent friction for eight fast-folding proteins, taken from a
published set of large-scale molecular dynamics protein simulations. Our results reveal that, con-
trary to common expectation, friction is more important than free energy barriers in determining
protein folding rates, particularly for larger proteins. We also show that proteins fold in a regime
where the finite decay time of friction significantly reduces the folding times, in some instances by
as much as a factor of 10, compared to predictions based on memoryless friction.

INTRODUCTION

For most proteins, functionality depends on success-
fully folding into a specific three-dimensional conforma-
tional state. This requires that a linear polypeptide chain
is driven to explore conformation space by interactions
with a solvating environment and is shaped by both sol-
vent interactions and internal interactions between amino
acids. When described by a low-dimensional reaction co-
ordinate, folding and unfolding are typically described by
a free energy landscape [1–6], with distinct states sepa-
rated by free energy barriers. For proteins that fold in
less than 100 µs, so-called “fast-folding” proteins, barrier
heights determined from experiment, theory, and sim-
ulation are of the order of just a few kBT ’s in height.
Theories for describing protein folding are often phrased
as reaction rate theories with an explicit dependence on
the free energy barrier and friction. An accurate un-
derstanding of the kinetics of barrier-crossing reactions
is not only important for describing protein folding but
is essential in many other fields, such as nucleation the-
ory and chemical kinetics. Reaction rate theory dates
back to Arrhenius, who, in 1889, [7] showed that the
transition times between reactant and product scale ac-
cording to κeU0/kBT , where U0 is the height of the en-
ergy barrier separating the two states. In principle, the
pre-factor κ can depend on both the free energy pro-
file and friction. Building on the transition state theory
of Eyring, [8], Kramers was the first to include an ex-
plicit dependence on solvent friction [9]. The friction
in Kramers theory is frequency-independent, suggesting
that the environment of the reacting system, and pos-
sibly internal processes, relax infinitely fast compared
to the barrier crossing time. Regardless of its simplic-
ity, Kramers theory predicts reaction rates in both the
over-damped and inertia-dominated regimes well and is
sufficient for describing many systems. Various advance-
ments have been made that bridge the over-damped and
inertia-dominated regimes, with many accommodating fi-
nite relaxation times [10–14]. In the case of proteins, it
is known that friction is determined by a combination

of interactions with the solvent environment and inter-
nal intramolecular interactions [15–18], and that finite
relaxation occurs [19]. A direct evaluation of the fric-
tion acting on a protein has not been possible and ap-
proaches have rather relied on determining friction indi-
rectly from memoryless reaction rate theory [20–23]. In
this paper, we directly extract the friction acting on the
conformational dynamics of proteins from molecular dy-
namics simulation trajectories, which accounts for both
internal and external friction contributions, and finite re-
laxation times.
We evaluate friction for eight fast-folding proteins, ob-

tained from previously published large-scale molecular
dynamics simulation trajectories [24]. These cutting-
edge simulations, performed by the Shaw group using
the purpose-built Anton super-computer [25, 26], repre-
sent a breakthrough in the simulation-of-scale, enabling
all-atom simulation of fast-folding proteins that would
otherwise not be practically possible. These simulations,
which were originally performed to reveal the structural
and kinetic details of the folding mechanisms for fast-
folding proteins, yield simulation trajectories for proteins
with lengths that range between 10 and 80 amino-acid
residues and simulation times between approximately 100
µs and 3 ms. These trajectories represent a diverse pro-
tein data set, comprised of mixtures of α-helix and β-
hairpin secondary structures, and an assortment of ter-
tiary structures, where all proteins execute a multitude
of folding and unfolding events.
We analyse all protein trajectories in the framework of

a non-Markovian, generalised Langevin equation (GLE).
While non-Markovian effects have been investigated in
protein folding before [27, 28] and discrete Markov-state
models, which describe folding as transitions between a
set of metastable states [29, 30], have also been extended
to include memory effects [31], this is the first investiga-
tion with such extensive simulation data where full GLE
memory kernel extraction methods have been applied.
The GLE is a low-dimensional representation of some

higher dimension system. In the present case, we col-
lapse the all-atom dynamics of the composite water-
protein systems onto a one-dimensional reaction coor-
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dinate. This process of dimension reduction is known
as projection [32, 33]. We project the all-atom trajecto-
ries, as provided by the Shaw group, onto a well-known
fraction of native contacts reaction coordinate, originally
introduced by Shakhnovich et. al. [34], with soft cut-off
Q [35], and hence extract friction memory kernels from
Q(t). Free-energy profiles and friction result from dimen-
sion reduction, and are therefore unique to a given reac-
tion coordinate. The extracted friction kernels encode
dissipation across a spread of time scales, representing
the finite relaxation rates of solvent processes and in-
ternal reconfigurations, as far as they are represented in
Q(t). Consequently, the friction kernel contains the infor-
mation for the full friction acting on the reaction coordi-
nate. From the free energy landscape and friction kernels,
we derive predictions for the folding times on different
levels of reaction rate theory and compare to the folding
times measured in the simulation. In doing so, we show
that the best prediction for the measured folding times is
given by a multi-time-scale, non-Markovian theory, which
has hitherto only been applied to the characterisation of
model systems [13, 14]. This validation is only possible
owing to the long simulation times and diverse range of
proteins that comprise the extensive protein data set. We
show that the memory decay-times, i.e., the duration of
memory effects, are significantly long for all proteins in
this set, in some instances as long as the folding times.
This indicates that even for Q, which is typically consid-
ered by other measures to be a good reaction coordinate
[35], must be considered as a poor reaction coordinate,
when judged according to its non-Markovianity. Finally,
we also show that, for this particular set of proteins, fric-
tion is more important than free-energy barriers in deter-
mining folding times, and that this dominance of friction
increases for larger proteins. Taken together, our findings
suggest that, when represented by a low-dimensional re-
action coordinate, the fast conformational dynamics of
proteins is dominated by friction and is non-Markovian
in nature.

RESULTS

Extracting friction from protein simulations: The
native state structures that we determine for the eight
proteins, along with the number of residues that make
up each chain, are shown in Fig. 1A. The fraction of
native contacts reaction coordinate Q is described in de-
tail in the Materials and Methods section. In brief, Q
provides a contact-based measure for the deviation of a
given state away from the native configuration, which
typically represents the folded state. Q, which is eval-
uated in connectivity space and is therefore unitless, is
closer to Q = 1 in the folded state and closer to Q = 0
when unfolded. In Fig. 1B, we show a 250 µs trajectory
segment for the α3D protein (for a summary of simula-
tion details, see Supplementary Information Section 1).
The distinct folded and unfolded states are discernible,

located at Qf = 0.75 and Qu = 0.51 respectively, sepa-
rated by a barrier at Qb = 0.66. Throughout this pa-
per, we consider folding transitions as leading from the
unfolded state minimum to the barrier top (Qu → Qb),
and unfolding transitions as leading from the folded state
minimum to the barrier top (Qf → Qb). This accounts
for the strong asymmetries observed in the free energy
profiles for the eight proteins. In the left magnification
above the trajectory, we identify a sequence of folding
first-passage events. The mean of all such first-passage
events, taken over the full trajectory, give the mean first-
passage time τMD

MFP for the folding reaction. Likewise,
we evaluate the unfolding times as the mean of all first-
passage events from Qf to Qb. In the right magnifica-
tion, we show an example folding transition path, con-
necting the unfolded state minimum to the barrier top.
A mean transition path time τMTP is simply the mean
for all such transition path durations for either folding
or unfolding transition. From the trajectories of Q(t) for
each protein, we calculate the free energy profile U(Q)
acting on the reaction coordinate. In Fig. 1C, we show
U(Q) = −kBT log[ρ(Q)] for the α3D protein, where ρ(Q)
is the probability density for Q(t), kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, and T is the system temperature, which has a
unique value for each protein. We show the free energy
profiles for all proteins in the Supplementary Informa-
tion Section 2. All free energy profiles are asymmetric,
such that the barrier heights faced by the folded and un-
folded states (Uu

0 and U f
0) are not equal. Likewise, the

distances in reaction-coordinate space from the minima
to the barrier top (Lf and Lu) are also different.
Central to this paper is the extraction of time-

dependent friction kernels Γ(t) from the Q(t) trajectories
for each of the eight proteins. We describe the stochas-
tic dynamics of Q(t) by the one-dimensional generalised
Langevin equation (GLE)

mQ̈(t) = −
t

∫

0

Γ(t− t′)Q̇(t′)dt′

−∇U
[

Q(t)
]

+ FR(t),

(1)

where Γ(t) is the friction memory kernel, FR(t) is the
random force term satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem 〈FR(t)FR(t

′)〉 = kBTΓ(t− t′), m is the effective
mass of the reaction coordinate, and U(Q) is the free
energy profile. Eq. 1 neglects non-linear friction and
is therefore approximate, but has been shown to be
accurate for peptide [36] and chemical bond dynamics
[37]. There are various methods for extracting dynamic
friction from discrete time-series trajectories [38–42].
We describe the method used for extracting Γ(t) from
Q(t) in detail in the Supplementary Information Section
3. In short, we directly extract the running integral of

the memory kernel G(t) =
∫ t

0 Γ(t′)dt′ using a Volterra
extraction scheme, which is suitable for arbitrary, non-
linear, free-energy profiles U(Q) [41, 43]. The memory
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FIG. 1. The folding and unfolding of eight fast-folding proteins. A) Native states for eight proteins, with the number of amino
acids in each protein. B) 250 µs trajectory segment for the Q(t) reaction coordinate (α3D protein). Left magnification: a
sequence of folding first-passage events, from the unfolded state Qu to the barrier top Qb. Right magnification: an example
folding transition path and corresponding transition path time τTP. C) Free energy profile for the α3D protein. Configuration
snapshots show example folded and unfolded states, with an example barrier state. Qu and Qb are the reaction coordinate
values in the folded and unfolded states, respectively. Qb is the transition barrier top. Asymmetric barrier heights are also
indicated. For α3D, the barrier faced by the unfolded protein, Uu

0 = U(Qb) − U(Qu) = 1.8 kBT , is less than the barrier faced
by the folded protein U f

0 = U(Qb)− U(Qf) = 3.2 kBT . The distance from the unfolded state to the barrier top Lu = Qb −Qu

is greater than the distance from the folded state to the barrier top Lf = Qf − Qb. D) Normalised GLE memory kernel Γ(t),
extracted from Q(t) for the α3D protein. Running integral G(t) (black line), the limiting total friction γ (inset - dashed line),
and an exponential fit (red curve). E) Total friction γ for each protein, plotted as a function of the number of residues N ,
divided by kBT (power law with exponent ∼ 2.8 (red line)). F) Effective mass m, plotted as a function of N (power law with

exponent ∼ 1.5 (red line)). G) and H) show the Arrhenius factor eU0/kBT and barrier crossing times τMD

MFP for folding and
unfolding transitions individually.

kernel is then given by Γ(t) = dG(t)/dt, which is
evaluated numerically. The memory kernel for the α3D
protein, normalised by Γ(0), is shown in Fig. 1D. The
dynamics of the α3D protein exhibit significant memory
effects, which is clear from the inset, which shows that
the running integral G(t) plateaus only after about 10
µs. We show the memory kernels for all proteins in the
Supplementary Information Section 4.

Friction is more important than free energy bar-

rier heights: Having extracted the full time-dependent
friction kernel via G(t), we also have access to the
zero-frequency friction γ = G(t → ∞), which we refer
to throughout as the total friction. In Fig. 1E, we show

γ for each protein, plotted as a function of the number
of residues in each chain N . Since each system has a
unique temperature, we divide by kBT . We fit a power
law and find that γ/kBT = 3.2×10−3N2.8 µs (red line).
For a normalised reaction coordinate that is a sum of
N uncorrelated atomic distances, one expects linear
scaling in N (see Supplementary Information Section
5). Q is a highly non-linear reaction coordinate. Plus,
it is known that reptation dominates the dynamics of
collapsed polymers [44]. Both of these effects contribute
to the super-linearity in N -scaling for total friction. We
also see that the effective mass of Q, which we calculate
using the equipartition theorem m = 2kBT/〈Q̇〉2,
clearly depends on N (Fig. 1F). The power law scaling
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FIG. 2. Comparison of relevant time scales for protein folding and unfolding kinetics. A) The inertia time scales τm compared to
the diffusion times τD, showing that all systems are in the over-damped regime. B) Memory decay time scales τmem, calculated
from the first moment of the memory kernel Γ(t), compared to the diffusion times τD . The light grey lines indicate the
bounding regime for τmem between τD×10−2 and τD×101, which is the domain in which memory-induced kinetic acceleration
is expected. C) Memory times τmem compared to the folding and unfolding times, expressed as the mean first passage times
τMD

MFP. D) Memory times compared to the transition path times τMTP leading from the folded and unfolded state minima to
the barrier tops. The broken lines in each plot indicate exact equivalence between the respective times.

is given by m = 3.4×106N1.5 unm2 (red line). The
super-linearity here is solely due to the non-linearity of Q
[36]. Interestingly, increasing the chain length does not
appear to directly couple to free energy barrier heights.
The Arrhenius barrier terms eU0/kBT , plotted in Fig. 1G,
show that the hindrance to protein folding imposed by
free energy barriers is remarkably uncorrelated with the
size of a protein. The folding and unfolding kinetics,
however, which we quantify as the mean first-passage
times τMD

MFP (Fig. 1H), do increase with N . Therefore,
whereas the folding and unfolding barrier heights do
not appear to increase with N , the barrier crossing
times and friction do. Overall, Fig. 1E-H tells us that,
when projected onto Q, friction plays a dominant role in
governing the dynamics and kinetics of protein folding
and that the free energy profiles, while certainly also
essential, appear to be less influential than friction
in determining protein folding reaction rates. This
statement will be made more quantitative below.

Memory duration is significant in protein folding:

As well as providing the total friction γ, the extraction of
Γ(t) provides a time scale for the sustain of memory ef-
fects. Furthermore, γ can be used predictively to evaluate
other key dynamic time scales, which we now compare.
The inertia time τm = m/γ is the time scale beyond
which the system becomes diffusive [45]. The diffusion
time,

τD =
γL2

kBT
, (2)

is the time taken for a Brownian particle to diffuse over
a characteristic distance L in the absence of free energy
gradients. Both τm and τD depend on γ. A system is in
the over-damped regime when τm ≪ τD. This condition
is met for all eight proteins, for both Lu and Lf (Fig. 2A).
One ambiguous case is Chignolin unfolding, for which
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FIG. 3. Comparison of simulated protein folding and unfolding times τMD

MFP with predictions on different levels of theory. A)
Diffusion times τD, according to Eq. 2. B) Markovian predictions τMar

MFP using the free-energy profiles, according to Eq. 3. C)
Free-energy dependent factor ξU that accounts for the effects of the free-energy landscape but not for friction, according to
Eq. 3. D) Non-Markovian predictions τnoMar

MFP , according to Eq. 5. Root-mean-squared logarithmic deviations (RMSLD) score
the population deviation from τMD

MFP for A), B), and D) (dashed lines), and from the optimal linear regression in C) (red line).
See Fig. 2 for symbol legend.

τm/τD = 0.027. The reason is that for Chignolin, both
the characteristic length in the folded state, Lf , and γ
are considerably small.
By comparing τD to the decay times of the ex-

tracted memory kernels, we can assess whether we ex-
pect memory effects to influence barrier-crossing pro-
cesses [12]. Memory-dependent friction typically ex-
hibits cascading time scales, meaning that Γ(t) is multi-
modal, with time scales spanning many orders of mag-
nitude [43]. To assign a single effective time-scale to
the memory decay, which we call τmem, we evaluate the
first-moment for the set of extracted memory kernels:
τmem =

∫

∞

0
tΓ(t)dt/

∫

∞

0
Γ(t)dt. In Supplementary Infor-

mation Section 6, we address the issue of discretisation
due to the intrinsically low time resolution of the MD
data with a highly resolved trajectory for an α-helix-
forming Ala9 homo-peptide chain. Fig. 2B shows that,
overall, memory times are non-negligible when compared
to diffusion times. It has been shown that memory ac-
celerates barrier crossing kinetics in the memory-time

range 1×10−2 < τmem/τD < 1×101 [12–14] (indicated
in Fig. 2B), where the Grote-Hynes theory is valid [11].
Thus, for the proteins considered here, memory is pre-
dicted to accelerate protein folding and unfolding, which
we quantify further below. In Fig. 2C, we see that mem-
ory times are at most comparable to the reaction times
but are typically shorter, indicating that Q is a poor reac-
tion coordinate. The overall concurrence between τmem,
τD, and τMD

MFP predicts a coupling between memory effects
and folding kinetics.
The comparison between memory times and transition

path times is particularly revealing. Transition paths are
the segments of a trajectory where the protein actually
executes the reconfiguration from one specific state to
another target state. Transition paths are of much
interest since they provide the actual folding mecha-
nisms of a protein, and have been studied extensively in
experiments [23, 46–51], and in the context of simulation
and theory [24, 35, 52–56]. In Fig. 2D, we show that for
all proteins, transition path times are short compared
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FIG. 4. Barrier crossing times indicate memory-induced
speed up. A) Deviations from Markovian barrier crossing ki-
netics, plotted as a function of scaled memory times τmem/τD,
for the folding and unfolding of all eight proteins. Rescaled
MD simulation values for each protein (τMD

MFP/τ
Mar

MFP, red and
black symbols) are compared to multi-modal, non-Markovian
prediction (ξnoMar Eq. 4, blue and yellow symbols). See Fig. 2
for symbol legend. B) Multi-modal, non-Markovian predic-
tions ξnoMar plotted as a function of rescaled first-moment
memory time ατmem for two examples: Trp-Cage and α3D.
The symbols are for α = 1, which coincide with the appropri-
ate ξnoMar values in A). Black lines indicate quadratic scaling

∼

(

τmem/τD
)2

for the long memory-time slow-down regime.
Dashed black lines show unity throughout.

to memory times. This is significant for two reasons.
Firstly, it tells us that entire transitions either fold or
unfold under the influence of memory effects that linger
from the preceding state. Secondly, it explains why the
approximate, position-independent form of Eq. 1 works.
Even describing the dynamics of Q as having distinct
memory dependence on separate sides of the barrier
would be neutralised since memory effects can last for as
much as two orders of magnitude longer than the time
required to transition between states.

Non-Markovian rate theory predicts protein fold-

ing times: From the simulation trajectories, we ex-

tract the folding and unfolding times, evaluated via the
mean first-passage times τMD

MFP. Since we also extract
the friction directly from the simulation trajectories, we
can compare the performance of various theoretical esti-
mates for folding and unfolding times. To quantify the
population-wide deviation away from τMD

MFP, we use the
root-mean-square logarithmic deviation (RMSLD) (see
Supplementary Information Section 7). This is defined

by RMSLD =
√

∑n
i=1(log(τ

MD
MFP,i)− log(τ theoMFP,i))

2/n,

where τMD
MFP,i is the value from MD, τ theoMFP,i is the theo-

retical predicted value for a given method, and n = 16 is
the total number of folding and unfolding reactions. Us-
ing the diffusion times τD given in Eq. 2 as the simplest
predictor, we determine a total logarithmic deviation of
1.51, see Fig. 3A for the correlation plot. This agreement
is remarkable, since it completely neglects the free energy
barriers and depends only on friction and the character-
istic separations in Q space, which implies that friction
alone provides a good approximation for protein folding
times. The Markovian prediction, which in addition to
friction explicitly accounts for the extracted free energy
profile [45], is given by

τMar
MFP

(

Qs|Qe

)

= τDξU

= τD

∫ Qe

Qs

eU(x)/(kBT )

[
∫ x

−∞

e−U(y)/(kBT ) dy

L

]

dx

L
.

(3)

Eq. 3 assumes constant friction across Q and evaluates
the mean first-passage times between a start and end-
point on the free energy landscape, Qs and Qe. For
folding reactions, for example, we calculate τMar

MFP(Qu|Qb)
(see Supplementary Information Section 8 for details and
the expression for unfolding reactions). Again, we see
that the population-wide prediction is good (Fig 3B),
but with a general trend that the Markovian predictions
are slow compared to the MD data. The RMSLD value
of 1.41 for the Markovian predictions shows that the im-
provement caused by multiplying the diffusion time τD
by the free-energy dependent factor ξU, defined in Eq. 3,
is surprisingly small. To emphasise this, in Fig 3C we
correlate ξU with the MD barrier crossing times and ob-
tain a RMSLD value of 1.98 using linear regression (red
line), a value that is significantly higher than that ob-
tained for the diffusion times in Fig 3A. In other words,
friction describes the variation of folding and unfolding
times among the considered set of proteins more accu-
rately than the free energy barriers. It transpires that
the prefactor of the Arrhenius exponential factor is more
important than the exponential itself.
Can we improve the Markovian prediction in Eq. 3?

We define a non-Markovian correction factor ξnoMar as

ξnoMar =
τHMFP(τD, U0, {γi}, {τi}, τm)
τHMFP(τD, U0, {γi}, 0, 0)

. (4)

Here, τHMFP is a recently proposed closed-form heuris-
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tic expression for the barrier-crossing time of a one-
dimensional reaction coordinate characterized by a fi-
nite mass in the presence of multi-exponential memory

Γ(t) =
∑M

i=1(γi/τi) exp (t/τi), characterised by M fric-
tion factors {γi} and M memory times {τi} [13, 14] (see
materials and methods section Eqs. M2 - M4 for details
of ξnoMar and τHMFP ). The multi-exponential fits of our
extracted memory kernels are explained in Supplemen-
tary Information Section 4, for Chignolin we use M=2
and for all other proteins M=3. The denominator in
Eq. 4 represents the overdamped Markovian limit, where
the mass and all memory times are set to zero. The non-
Markovian prediction for the barrier-crossing time can
thus be written as

τnoMar
MFP = ξnoMarτ

Mar
MFP = ξnoMarξUτD. (5)

In Fig 3D, we see that τnoMar
MFP improves the overall

prediction of the MD folding and unfolding times
(except for Chignolin, Villin and Protein G), as affirmed
by a RMSLD value of 0.86. While the errors are still
quite large, we recall that all parameters needed for
the evaluation of τnoMar

MFP are extracted from the MD
trajectories, without any fit to the MD reaction times.

Proteins fold in the memory-induced speed-up

regime: Memory effects can either speed-up or slow-
down barrier-crossing times when compared to the mem-
oryless limit, depending on the ratio of memory and dif-
fusion times τmem/τD [12–14]. According to our anal-
ysis, τMar

MFP as given by Eq. 3 represents the memory-
less limit. By plotting τMD

MFP/τ
Mar
MFP against the rescaled

memory times τmem/τD for all proteins, we quantify the
deviation from Markovian behaviour over the range of
extracted memory times. The red (folding) and black
(unfolding) symbols in Fig. 4A reveal reaction speed-up
across the entire population of proteins for intermediate
values of τmem/τD, while in the short memory-time limit
τmem/τD → 0, the reaction times trend to Markovian be-
haviour, i.e. τMD

MFP/τ
Mar
MFP → 1. This is precisely what

is expected based on previous works on model systems
[13, 14] and on simulations of short homo-peptide chains
[43]. The scaling plot Fig. 4A thus indicates that fold-
ing and unfolding times are significantly accelerated by
memory effects. In some instances, the folding and un-
folding times are accelerated by as much as a factor of
10, which is a remarkable contribution.
This notion can be made more quantitative by using

ξnoMar, which, according to Eq. 5, describes the ratio
τMD
MFP/τ

Mar
MFP, predictively. Except for the case of Chig-

nolin unfolding, ξnoMar, as given by Eq. 4 and shown as
blue (folding) and yellow (unfolding) symbols in Fig. 4A,
agrees excellently with the simulation data, indicating
that multi-modal non-Markovian reaction rate theory de-
scribes well the accelerated barrier-crossing observed in
protein folding simulations, even predicting the 10-fold
acceleration for intermediate memory times.
To gain deeper understanding of how memory affects

protein reaction times, we uniformly rescale all memory
times that enter Eq. 4 by a factor α. Such a rescaling
can be interpreted as a variation of the solvent viscosity.
In doing so, we effectively generate an α-dependent

memory kernel Γα(t) =
∑M

i=1(γi/ατi) exp (t/ατi) and
a corresponding rescaled first-moment memory time
ατmem =

∫

∞

0
tΓα(t)dt/

∫

∞

0
Γα(t)dt. In Fig. 4B, we show

two examples of ξnoMar(α), plotted as a function of
ατmem/τD. The example of Trp-Cage is particularly
interesting, as it shows that the prediction of ξnoMar

for unfolding, as given in Fig. 4A and replotted as the
yellow plus symbol in Fig. 4B, is actually located close to
the transition from the speed-up regime, approximately
obtained for ατmem/τD < 10, to the slow-down regime
for ατmem/τD > 10. This is also true of Villin and the
WW-Domain (see Supplementary Information Section
9). In fact, Grote-Hynes theory correctly predicts the
memory-induced reaction speed-up [11], but misses the
memory-induced reaction slow-down that occurs for long
memory times and is characterised by a quadratic scaling
of the reaction time with the memory time [12], which
is also displayed for large α in Fig. 4B, as indicated by
black straight lines. Overall, the comparison between
ξnoMar for the actual MD parameters and the scaling
function ξnoMar(α) in Fig. 4B shows that proteins fold
and unfold in the memory speed-up regime close to the
border to the slow-down regime; this reasserts that non-
Markovian effects are crucial in order to quantitatively
predict protein reaction rates.

DISCUSSION

We have extracted memory kernels from published
large-scale MD simulation trajectories of eight fast-
folding proteins [24] and found that, when measured in
the Q reaction coordinate, memory times are compara-
ble to the protein folding and unfolding reaction times
and typically vastly exceed the transition path times.
There are different definitions of a good reaction coor-
dinate [27, 57, 58] and such a quality is often context-
dependent. For example, a reaction coordinate might
be optimised such that barrier-crossing states are most
likely to be transition states [59], which has been shown
to be the case for Q [35]. But such definitions do not
say anything about whether the dynamics of such a re-
action coordinate is Markovian, which we have shown
here is certainly not the case for Q. In the Supplemen-
tary Information Section 10, we show examples of Γ(t)
for other standard reaction coordinates, such as the end-
to-end distance, radius of gyration, and the RMSD from
the native state. The resultant memory times span or-
ders of magnitudes but are typical of the order of the
diffusion time scale τD. Therefore, none of these reaction
coordinates can be considered a good reaction coordi-
nate, insofar as optimising for Markovianity is a viable
measure of goodness. However, as we demonstrate in
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this paper, it does not matter whether a reaction coordi-
nate displays non-Markovian dynamics or not: As long as
one uses the appropriate non-Markovian framework for
analysing protein folding trajectories, taken from either
simulation or experiments [46–48, 60, 61], one can accu-
rately predict the folding kinetics of a protein. In fact,
we show that multi-exponential non-Markovian reaction
rate theory reliably predicts folding and unfolding times
from MD simulations.
Our results indicate that, for the set of proteins consid-

ered in this paper, friction is more important than free
energy barriers in determining folding times. The dis-
claimer is important here, since the protein trajectories
that we have analysed come from a biased set of pro-
teins selected for short folding times. Also, simulation
temperatures are chosen to maximise the frequency of
folding/unfolding transitions and are close to the melting
temperatures. Our results show that the total friction γ
acting on Q increases more than quadratically with chain
length. Barrier heights do not increase with chain length,
but the barrier crossing times do (Fig. 1E-H), clearly
showing that friction effects are dominant. We cannot
suggest that such dependencies hold for proteins with
much larger barrier heights or for general temperatures.
Regardless, it appears that, for the present data, con-
tributions from the friction-dependent pre-factor in the
Arrhenius-type reaction-rate theories for protein folding
dominate the exponential term. This is made clear when
we compare Figs. 3A - C: A simple prediction for the
barrier crossing times that only depends on friction, i.e.
τD, represents well the simulated barrier crossing times.
Explicitly accounting for the exact free energy profiles
makes very little improvement on this prediction, which
means that friction is dominant. A far greater improve-
ment is made when we account for non-Markovian effects,
as is seen in Fig. 3D.
Whether in simulation or experiment, protein confor-

mation dynamics is typically described by some reduced-
dimension collective reaction coordinate. Overall, our
results suggest that, irrespective of the choice of the re-
action coordinate, non-Markovian effects are present and
that these effects must be taken into account when at-
tempting to model observable features of folding proteins.
In Eq. 5, we take into account non-Markovian ef-

fects, but we assume constant friction. Alternative mod-
els neglect non-Markovian effects but include position-
dependent friction [5, 54]. In the Supplementary Infor-
mation Section 11, we show that for a Markovian model
with position-dependent friction, there does not exist a
unique friction profile γ(Q) for describing both folding
and unfolding kinetics. This was already shown to be
true for a simple α-helix forming homo-alanine chain
[43]. From this we conclude that we can not predict pro-
tein dynamics consistently using Markovian theory with
a unique friction profile γ(Q). Likewise, we show in Sup-
plementary Information Section 5 that the increase in
total friction as a function of protein chain-length is not
a consequence of the normalisation included in the eval-

uation of Q (see Eq. M1)
Our analysis uses the approximate GLE Eq. 1 with a

position-independent memory kernel. In fact, exact for-
mulations of the GLE that include position-dependent
memory kernels and at the same time can be fully pa-
rameterised from time series data have been recently pro-
posed [36] and would allow to account for non-Markovian
effects as well as position-dependent friction. Such a
treatment is presumably important for proteins that ex-
hibit multiple distinct folding or unfolding pathways,
which has been shown to be the case for NTL9 and the
WW-Domain [24], and is left for future work.

METHODS

In the Supplementary Information document, Section 1,
we present details for the molecular dynamics simula-
tions, including various relevant simulation parameters.
Additionally, we include a range of measured time-scales
and other extracted quantities, and we compare results
for our analysis of reaction times to those from Lindorff-
Larsen et. al. [24].

The fraction of native contacts: For each protein,
we project the back-bone Cα atomic positions from the
all-atom trajectories taken from [24] onto the fraction of
native contacts reaction coordinate Q, evaluated with a
soft cut-off potential [35]. The evaluation of Q(t) requires
a reference state, which we take to be the native state for
each trajectory. To evaluate the native state, we follow
previous implementations and select from amongst the
member states of the trajectories (as opposed to using,
for example, the PDB entry). The approach is similar to
that used by Lindorff-Larsen et. al. [24] and Best et. al.

[35], which follows from [62]. Briefly, we sample a subset
of evenly spaced states from the full trajectory. For each
pair of states, we calculate the corresponding root-mean-
squared deviation (RMSD) between the two states. If the
RMSD between two states is less than 0.2 nm, then we
place the pair into a list. We assign the state that has the
most listed pairs satisfying the RMSD condition as the
native state for a given protein. The native states for each
protein are displayed in Fig. 1A. Note that for proteins
with more than one independent trajectory segments we
select a single native state from amongst all trajectory
segments, which we then use for all segments. In the
native state, we define all Cα pairs that are separated by
at least 5 residues in the primary sequence and which are
separated by less than 0.9 nm in Cartesian distance, as
the native contacts. Each protein will have Nnc native
contacts. s0ij are the separation vectors for all native
contact pairs in the native state, which have magnitudes

s0ij =
√

s0ij · s0ij . sij(t) are the separation vectors for

all native contact pairs at each time, with magnitudes
sij(t) =

√

sij(t) · sij(t). This gives the fraction of the
native contacts that are deemed to be in contact at time
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t as

Q(t) =
1

Nnc

∑

i<j

1

1 + eβ(sij(t)−γs0
ij
)
, (M1)

where the summation indices i and j are only for native
contact pairs. Here, we set the parameters such that
β = 30 nm−1 and γ = 1.6.

Non-Markovian correction factor ξnoMar: From
Kappler et. al. [13] and Lavacchi et. al. [14], we
describe multi-exponential memory dependent barrier
crossing times as a sum of contributions from M over-
damped contributions {τ iOD}, and M energy-diffusion
contributions {τ iED}, where i = 1, 2, ...,M . The indi-
vidual contributions are defined as follows. For the over-
damped contributions, we have

τ iOD = τD
γi
γ

eβU0

βU0

×
[

π

2
√
2

1

1 + 10βU0τi/τD
+

√

βU0
τm
τD

]

,

(M2)

and for the energy-diffusion contributions

τ iED = τD
γ

γi

eβU0

βU0

×
[

τm
τD

+ 4βU0

(

τi
τD

)2

+

√

βU0
τm
τD

]

.

(M3)

Here, β = 1/kBT . We combine Eqs. M2 and M3 such
that the predicted mean passage times are given by

τHMFP(τD, U0, {γi}, {τi}, τm)

=

M
∑

i=1

τ iOD +

[

M
∑

i=1

1

τ iED

]

−1

.
(M4)

{γi} and {τi} are the sets of M amplitudes and time-
scales that appear in Eqs. M2 and M3. The total fric-
tion γ that appears in Eqs. M2 and M3 is accounted for

since γ =
∑M

i=1 γi. The overdamped Markovian limit is
achieved by setting all memory time scales and inertial
times equal to 0 and is given by

τHMFP(τD, U0, {γi}, 0, 0) = τDπU0e
βU0/2β

√
2, (M5)

leading to the non-Markovian correction factor ξnoMar

and the non-Markovian barrier crossing time τnoMar
MFP , as

given by Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, respectively.
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